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Good Morning

It's Saturday, June 28, And...
News In Brief

Radioactive Water Spills

Radioactive water spills from the nuclear power plant in Seabrook, New Hampshire, have broken a record set in 1974, when the same thing happened. The incident was described as a "serious incident." United Press International reported.

Welfare Audit Slated

A welfare audit for the state of Maine has been scheduled for this month. The report was to be completed in April, but because of the high cost of the investigation, the state has moved the deadline.

Vietnam 'Stonewalling' MIA's

U.S. officials have accused Vietnam of stonewalling efforts to locate and repatriate American prisoners of war and missing in action. The reports were based on conversations with former POWs and other American military and civilian personnel in Vietnam.

Soviet Spy Plane Crash Kills 2

Two Soviets were killed in a Soviet spy plane crash in the Far East. The plane, a Tu-16, went down in a remote area.

Drought Severe

A severe drought has been declared in several states, including California, Texas, and Oklahoma. The drought has affected crops and water supplies.

Khomeni Denounces Bani-Sadr

Khomeini, the leader of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, has denounced Bani-Sadr, the president of Iran, for his support of the former shah. Khomeini accused Bani-Sadr of being a puppet of the West.

Khomeini's Vowing Weather Conditions along an area of

Rail Lines Dropped

Yankee Gasએ U.S. announces plans to reduce service hours on its rail lines. The company said it would be closing several of its rural lines in the next few months.

Frosco Appointed

A new chairman of the Frosco Corporation has been appointed. The new chairman, John Smith, will take over the company's operations from the retiring chairman, Robert Wilson.

Bankruptcy Declared

The bankruptcy declaration for the company was filed in federal court. The company had been struggling for several years.

Cop Seeks Pension

A police officer has been seeking a pension. The officer had been injured in the line of duty.

Suspects Shot At

Police officers shot a suspected criminal. The suspect was reportedly armed.
Cow Cooldown

NEW DELHI, India — Afghan officials said today that they had found a man, who they said was a suicide bomber, during a sweep of the city of Kabul.

It was not immediately clear if the man was the same person who had blown himself up at a university in Kabul on Monday.

In other news, the U.S. military said it had captured two suspected Taliban leaders in the eastern part of the country.

Afghan Killings Continue

The Taliban is said to have been responsible for a series of attacks in the city of Herat, killing at least 10 people.

Munn Near Breakdown?

Washington, D.C. — A top aide to Congresswoman Sylvia Fetterman, D-Va., has been accused of sending inappropriate text messages to her colleagues.

The aide, who works for Fetterman’s office, was accused of sending a series of messages to several members of Congress, including some that were sexual in nature.

Compact Cars The Key

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States Departments of Commerce and Transportation announced Monday that they would provide $200 million in funding to support the development of electric vehicles.

The funding will be used to support the development of electric vehicles and infrastructure in states that are leaders in the industry.

Fuel Sold Illegally?

OKLAHOMA CITY — A fuel depot owner has been charged with selling gasoline without a license.

The owner of the depot, who was arrested last week, has been charged with four counts of fraud.

July 4 Parade Entries Sought

Oklahoma City, Okla. — The city’s annual July 4 parade is seeking entries for the event.

Organizations and individuals interested in participating in the parade can submit their entries online through a website provided by the city.

Court Ordered Turned Over

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — The Oklahoma City police department turned over the case to the state’s attorney general after a judge ruled that the department failed to properly investigate a report of a missing person.

The judge ordered the police department to turn over all evidence to the attorney general’s office, which has jurisdiction over the investigation.

I-4015 Set For October

The governor has signed a bill that will allow the state to build a new highway that will connect I-4015 to I-4016 in Oklahoma City.

The bill, which was signed on Monday, will provide $50 million in funding for the project.

Leviton

Leviton will open a new factory in Oklahoma City that will produce lighting and electrical equipment.

The factory, which will be located in the city’s business district, will create 200 jobs and is expected to be completed in 2023.
Voice Of The People

Cartoonist Unfair

Dear Editor:

As a cartoonist, I take pride in my work and the perspective it offers. However, I am troubled by the recent portrayal of a political figure in our editorial cartoon.

The cartoonist,乙方, has been criticized for his portrayal of a political figure. Some members of the public have expressed concern about the accuracy and fairness of the portrayal. As a reader, I would like to provide some context and perspective on the issue.

On the one hand,乙方 has a reputation for provocative and thought-provoking artwork. His cartoons often challenge conventional wisdom and encourage critical thinking. In this particular instance,乙方 chose to depict the political figure in a way that highlighted certain aspects of their public persona, which may not have been entirely in line with their private or personal views.

On the other hand,乙方 has also been accused of being biased or unfair in his portrayal of the political figure. Some critics argue that乙方’s work is not simply a reflection of his personal opinions, but rather a tool for political advocacy or entertainment. In this case,乙方 may have taken liberties with the facts in order to make a stronger, more dramatic point.

As a viewer, I believe it is important to approach乙方’s work with a critical eye. While we should appreciate the creative and intellectual contributions of乙方, we should also be aware of the limitations of his perspective and the potential for bias.

I hope that乙方 will continue to engage with society in his unique and thought-provoking manner, while also being mindful of the potential impact of his work on public discourse and political discourse.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

—

Presidential Travel No Bargain

Andy Rooney

Secretary of the Treasury

The cost of presidential travel is an issue that continues to draw attention from both the public and the media. This week, the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Smith, announced a new policy aimed at reducing the expenses associated with presidential travel.

Under the new policy, the President and their entourage will be required to use commercial flights whenever possible. This measure is expected to save the government millions of dollars per year. However, critics argue that this policy may limit the President’s ability to travel to remote or less accessible areas.

I believe that this policy is a step in the right direction. The government should not be spending excessive amounts of money on travel, especially when there are more cost-effective options available.

—

A New Opportunity For Detroit

Bob Greene

Detroit is on the verge of a significant transformation. With the closure of several major industries, the city has faced substantial economic challenges. However, recent developments have created new opportunities for growth and development.

One of the most promising areas of growth is in the technology sector. Several companies have expressed interest in establishing operations in Detroit, bringing new jobs and investment to the city. Additionally, the city has invested in infrastructure improvements, making it more attractive for businesses to relocate.

I am optimistic about the future of Detroit. With the right policies and investments, the city can emerge as a leader in the technology sector and create a sustainable economic future for its residents.

—

Influence Peddling Hard Habit To Break

Jack Anderson

Influence peddling is a difficult habit to break. It is a practice that involves using one's position of authority or influence to gain personal or financial benefits.

The problem with influence peddling is that it undermines the integrity of the democratic process. It allows those in power to influence decisions for their own gain, rather than for the benefit of the public.

To combat this issue, we must ensure that there are strict regulations and penalties for those who engage in influence peddling. Additionally, we must promote transparency and accountability in all levels of government.

—

Keep Taxes In Mind When Giving Stocks

Sylvia Porter

When considering the gift of stock as a charitable contribution, it is important to keep taxes in mind. The IRS requires that you report the fair market value of the stock on your tax return.

Keep in mind that the tax consequences of donating stock can be significant. If the stock value has increased since you purchased it, the gain on the sale will be taxed as a capital gain. Conversely, if the stock value has decreased, you may be able to claim a charitable deduction.

I urge everyone to carefully consider the tax implications when making charitable contributions and to seek professional advice if necessary.
Outdoor Activities Risk Being 'Cooked To Death'

The heat wave that has gripped most of the country has brought a warning from health officials about the dangers of outdoor activities. The temperature in some areas has reached record highs, with temperatures in the 90s and even higher. Health experts advise people to avoid prolonged exposure to the sun and to stay indoors during the hottest parts of the day.

Water Slide Collapse, 12 Injured

A water slide at a theme park in the Midwest collapsed on July 2nd, injuring 12 people. The incident occurred during a family fun day at the park, and emergency services were called to the scene. The cause of the collapse is under investigation by authorities.

Kennedy Draws Convention Plans

The Democratic National Convention is scheduled to take place in July, and former Senator John F. Kennedy has emerged as a top contender for the presidential nomination. Kennedy's strong support in key primary states has put him in a strong position to secure the nomination.

Colonel's Sentence Suspended

A colonel in the army has been sentenced to 10 years in prison for misconduct, but his sentence has been suspended on appeal. The colonel was accused of embezzlement and abuse of power, but the military court found him guilty on all counts.

Television In Review

Few People Understand All They See On TV

Many people are watching more television than ever before, but a new study suggests that not many people understand what they are seeing. The study found that only a small percentage of viewers can accurately recall what they have seen.

Methodists To Meet

The Methodist church will hold its annual meeting in Oklahoma City on July 5th. The meeting will be attended by representatives from across the country, who will discuss the future of the church and its mission.

Badry Concert Set For Sunday

The Badry Concert is scheduled for Sunday, July 7th, at 7:30 p.m. at the Performing Arts Center. The concert will feature performances by a variety of local and national artists.

Radio Briefs

KLOS-FM 95.5 will celebrate its 40th anniversary with a special concert on July 8th. The event will feature performances by some of the station's top artists.

Starlite Crusade To Begin Sunday

The Starlite Crusade will begin on Sunday, July 7th, at the Starlite Auditorium. The crusade will run for four days and feature a variety of religious speakers and performers.

First National Bank

Liberty, OK 74444

Phone: 918-275-2525

First National Bank operates under the laws of the State of Oklahoma and is subject to the regulatory authority of the Federal Reserve System.

Faith Explains The Meaning Of Knowledge And Wisdom

"Faith explains the meaning of knowledge and wisdom. We have knowledge and wisdom without faith, but faith gives meaning to our knowledge and wisdom." — adds Benjamin Franklin.
Guymon Meat Plant To Close

Chicago (CIT) - Smith & Ouz, owned and operated by a group of farmers, will close its plant in Guymon, Okla., following a strike by employees. The company said it will continue operations in other areas. Smith said the company had been unable to reach an agreement with the employees.

Execution Stay Denied

Atlanta (AP) - The Supreme Court denied the last attempt to halt the execution of a Georgia man sentenced to death for the murder of a Chicago police officer. The court ruled that the state had not violated the man's constitutional rights.

U.S. Holds Hanoi Responsible For Captures

Hanoi (VNA) - The U.S. government has confirmed that it holds Hanoi responsible for the capture of American military personnel in Vietnam. The statement comes as the U.S. and Vietnam continue negotiations on the war.

Sooner Scenes

Three Die In Crash

Black (OK) - A 4-year-old boy and his parents were killed in a crash on a rural road in Black. The family was returning home from a trip to the mountains when the parents lost control of the vehicle. Both parents were killed instantly, and the son died later in the hospital.

Drowning Victim, 62, Recovered

Durant (OK) - The body of a 62-year-old man was recovered from a nearby lake after he disappeared while swimming. The man had been reported missing earlier in the day.

Fire Claims Landmark Building

Gettysburg (PA) - A historic landmark building was destroyed in a fire. The building was a popular tourist attraction and had been in operation for over a century.

Tulsa Oil Man To Enter Race

Tulsa (OK) - A Tulsa businessman announced his candidacy for a major political office. The man has a history of community service and is considered a strong candidate.

Motorcyclist Killed By Semi

Winfield (KS) - A Winfield man was killed when his motorcycle was struck by a semi-truck. The crash occurred on a rural road, and the driver of the semi-truck was cited for speeding.

Gutierrez Man Dies In Wreck

Albuquerque (NM) - A man died in a car crash on the city's north side. The accident occurred on a busy street, and emergency services were called to the scene.

Leads Scare In Triple Murder

Tulsa (OK) - Police investigators said they are exploring leads in a triple murder that occurred in Tulsa. The victims were found dead in their home, and the motive is still unknown.

Sex Class Went Too Far?

Oklahoma City - A sex class that was held at a local college has sparked controversy. The class was designed to teach students about safe sexual practices, but some parents and community members have raised concerns about the content.
Oklahoma Keeping Budget In Black So Far

We've been hearing about all the financial problems that are facing the universities these days, but if there is one school that is doing things right, it is our own Oklahoma. Despite the economic challenges, the Sooners have managed to keep their budget in the black. This is no small feat, given the pressures faced by many other institutions across the country.

Al Eschbach

McEnroe, Gerulaitis Survive Close Calls

McEnroe, Gerulaitis Survive Close Calls

Wimbledon Results

Coatney Takes Amateur Crown

Sugar Ray Should Have Run

Radio-TV Log
Cards Bag 5th Straight

National League

Pirates 6, Expo 4
Pete Rose of the Pirates' 6-run single hit in the first inning to lead Pittsburgh to a 6-4 win over the Chicago Expos. The Pirates, who are now 5-1 in their last six games, are now 5-1 in their last six games.

American League

Hot Perry, Texas
Cool Twins, 5-0
By United Press International

Perry, despite a second straight 4-run eighth inning, could not overcome a 3-0 lead in the seventh inning, losing to the Texas Rangers, 5-0. Perry is now 3-1 in his last four games.

Sports Briefs

Leavell Signs With Rockets

The Houston Rockets announced that they have signed Guard Scott Leavell to a multi-year contract. Leavell, who played for the Rockets in 1977-78, will be the team's starting point guard.

Bears Rip 89ers

Denver's John Elway was the fifth pick in the NFL draft, taken by the San Francisco 49ers. Elway, who played for the University of Miami, is expected to start as the team's starting quarterback.

Castillo Reaches Quarters

Castillo, a pitcher for the Los Angeles Dodgers, reached the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open tennis tournament. Castillo, who is ranked 24th in the world, lost in the quarterfinals to Andre Agassi, 6-2, 6-1, 6-4.

Pate Leads Memphis By Two

By United Press International

In a match played on Friday, the Memphis Lighting led the Chattanooga Power by two sets, 4-2. The team, who are now 3-1 in their last four games, are now 3-1 in their last four games.

Koala Signs With Rockets

The Houston Rockets announced that they have signed Guard Scott Koala to a multi-year contract. Koala, who played for the Rockets in 1977-78, will be the team's starting point guard.

Getting The Picture

In a match played on Friday, the Memphis Lighting led the Chattanooga Power by two sets, 4-2. The team, who are now 3-1 in their last four games, are now 3-1 in their last four games.

Evert Happy To Stand Back

At Wimbledon

By United Press International

Evert, despite a second straight 4-run eighth inning, could not overcome a 3-0 lead in the seventh inning, losing to the Texas Rangers, 5-0. Evert is now 3-1 in his last four games.

Ivie Made His Choice, Can He Live With It?

By United Press International

Ivie, despite a second straight 4-run eighth inning, could not overcome a 3-0 lead in the seventh inning, losing to the Texas Rangers, 5-0. Ivy is now 3-1 in his last four games.

Today's Sport Parade

With Allan Richardson, UP Sports Editor

What actually makes a horse turn out to be a world-class performer? It isn't just the bloodlines. Some horses are just naturally inclined to excel in the sport of racing. But what about the humans who train and groom these animals? How do they develop their talent? Is there a secret formula to success? In our next installment of "Today's Sport Parade," we explore the world of thoroughbred racing and the people who make it happen. Tune in next week for Part 2 of "Today's Sport Parade."